
that rats learn from conspecifics
which foods are preferable by expe-
riencing the pairing of a distinctive
(not necessarily novel) food odor
with an odorous constituent of rat's
breath (carbon disulfide). We have
recently found this form of paired-
associate learning is blocked by se-
lective elimination of hippocampal
neurons, indicating that the learning
of paired associates does depend on
the hippocampus itself in a situation
in which the relevant stimulus rela-
tionships are set in a natural context.
An important issue here may be that
in natural paired-associate learning,
as in the typical verbal paired-
associate task used in humans, at
least one of the elements of the as-
sociation (the carbon disulfide in
rats' breath) has long-standing famil-
iarity and independent significance
to the subject. Interestingly, human
amnesics can be very successful in
implicit learning of new associations
when the cues are readily fusible ac-
cording to natural perceptual ar-
rangements (e.g., associations be-
tween color words and the colors in
which they are printed)."^ These
findings are consistent with the view
that, in both rats and humans, differ-
ent types of representation may pre-
dominate depending on the format
of stimulus presentation and famil-
iarity with the stimuli, and hippo-

campal involvement may distin-
guish between these strategies.

THOUGHTS

Our views on cognitive and neu-
ral strategies for the representation of
associations parallel aspects of a
proposal offered by Cluck and My-
ers (this issue) in their neural net-
work model of the hippocampal
region. They suggest that the hippo-
campal region mediates both the fu-
sion (what they call "compression")
of stimulus representations that are
predictively redundant and the dif-
ferentiation of stimulus representa-
tions that are predictively distinct.
Based on circuitry constraints of the
parahippocampal region, they sug-
gest an anatomical distinction corre-
sponding to these two functions
along the same lines as we propose
here. The combination of Gluck and
Myers's model and our findings on
paired-associate learning offers
some real hope for progress in un-
derstanding the binding problem in
memory, suggesting different types
of binding may be accomplished by
separate brain structures within a
single memory system. This ac-
count, focused on the interplay of
components of the hippocampal sys-

tem and based on explorations of
memory representation, suggests
that a resolution to that long-
standing issue may be emerging
from endeavors in cognitive neuro-
science.
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the brain.^'^ Previous characteriza-
tions of animal learning have noted
the importance of hippocampal-
region function in diverse behaviors
including spatial navigation, contex-
tual processing, and attention.-'
Meanwhile, studies of the neuropsy-
chology of human learning have em-
phasized the importance of the hippo-
campal region for storing explicit
declarative memories marked by their
accessibility to conscious recollection.^

Rather than focusing on particular
classes of tasks for which the hippo-
campus is required, we and other in-
vestigators have suggested that it is
more accurate to say that the hippo-
campus plays a role in most if not all
forms of memory. In some cases, the
hippocampus may not be strictly
needed, so that some tasks are still
learnable after hippocampal lesion;
other tasks that do require hippo-
campal involvement will be dis-
rupted after the lesion. On this view,
the critical issue is to identify what
function the hippocampus could be
computing such that lesioning the
hippocampus results in the observed
pattern of performance deficits.

One way to proceed is through
the use of computational models. A
model of intact hippocampal func-
tion is compared against a model of
hippocampal lesion, across a range
of tasks. This hippocampal-region
model may have a high degree of an-
atomical and physiological realism, or
it may be intended only to capture the
basic functionality. If the mode! in-
cludes an accurate representation of
hippocampal-region function, then
removing this process from the model
should alter the model's performance
on the same tasks in which hippo-
campal-region damage compromises
animal performance. In this article,
we review some of our efforts to de-
scribe such a hippocampal function
and implement it in a computational
model that correctly describes cor-
tico-hippocampal interaction in asso-
ciative learning and memory.

A COMPUTATIONAL
THEORY OF

HIPPOCAMPAL FUNCTION

We have recently presented a
computational theory of hippocam-

Output (Response)

Upper
weights

Lower
weights

Output Node

Internal
Representation
Nodes

input Nodes

Stimulus Inputs
Fig. 1. A multilayer connectionist network containing three layers of nodes with
weighted connections hetween layers. The input layer is activated by stimulus inputs;
activations in the internal, or middle, layer are a function of weighted sums of the input
activations. The internal-layer activations form a new representation of the input. The
output-node activation is likewise a function of weighted sums of internal-node acti-
vations, and is the system response. Ail connection weights are plastic, and their ad-
aptation represents learning in the system.

pal-region function in elementary
associative learning/ Central to this
account is the idea of a stimulus rep-
resentation, the internal pattern of
activity evoked by a stimulus input.
This representation is presumed to
be distributed over many elements,
which could be neurons in a brain or
nodes in a connectionist network,
which models psychological pro-
cesses by means of a network of
neuronlike elements. Within this
conceptual framework, learning
about stimuli is equivalent to associ-
ating the representations these stim-
uli activate with appropriate behav-
ioral outputs. Tbis conceptualization
of representation and association
can be illustrated by examining how
a simple multilayer connectionist
network learns a set of stimulus-
output associations. In such a net-
work, shown in Figure 1, inputs are
mapped through weighted connec-
tions to a representation in an inter-
nal layer of nodes; associations are
formed between these representa-
tions and an appropriate output.

Learning about one stimulus will
generalize to other stimuli as a func-
tion of the similarity (or overlap) be-
tween their representations. If the
representations of two stimuli are
very similar, associations that have
accrued to one stimulus will tend to
generalize to the other. If the repre-
sentations are very dissimilar, the as-
sociations to one stimulus will gen-
eralize only minimally to the other.
Learning will be facilitated if the rep-
resentations are biased by two con-
straints tbat can be characterized as
follows: First, stimuli that are to be
associated witb maximally different
outputs should have minimally over-
lapping representations, so as to
lessen the generalization between
tbem. We call this constraint repre-
sentational differentiation. Second,
stimuli that co-occur and are thus
likely to have tbe same consequence
should have similar representations
so as to increase generalization be-
tween the stimuli. We call this a bias
to compress the representations of
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co-occurring, mutually redundant
information.

The core of our proposal is that
the hippocampa! region has the abil-
ity to construct new stimulus repre-
sentations that are biased by the
constraints of differentiation and
compression. Other regions in tbe
cerebral and cerebellar cortices,
which are presumed to be the sites
of long-term memory, may not be
able to form appropriately biased
representations themselves; these
other regions can, however, adopt
the new representations formed in
the bippocampal region.

This theory can be instantiated,
and tested, with a simple connec-
tionist network model of classical
Pavlovian conditioning."^ in classical
conditioning, a response-evoking
stimulus (unconditioned stimulus, or
US) is repeatedly paired with a pre-
viously neutral cue (conditioned
stimulus, or CS); with sufficient pair-
ing, the CS alone can come to evoke
a preparatory response. The hippo-
campal network (on the right in Fig.
2a) learns to map from patterns of
activation of the input nodes, repre-

senting the presence of CSs, to out-
puts that contain a reconstruction of
each input plus a prediction of ex-
ternal feedback, such as US arrival.
The internal layer of nodes in this
network (the middle layer shown in
the hippocampal-region network in
Fig. 2a) is assumed to be narrower
than the input layer that drives it;
this narrowing forces the network to
form an internal layer representation
that compresses redundant informa-
tion while differentiating informa-
tion that predicts different external
feedback (different USs). A training
algorithm that accomplishes this
compression and differentiation is
error backpropagation (a well-
known rule for updating associative
weights in multilayered connection-
ist networks), although other training
regimes are equally possible.'*'^

The cortical network on the left in
Figure 2a represents a highly simpli-
fied model of some aspects of long-
term memory in the cerebral and
cerebellar cortices. This network
takes the stimulus input and maps it
through weighted connections to an
internal layer and, from there, to an

(A) Cortical Network

Response

Hippocampal-Region
Network

Predict ion

Represenlalion ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^

^ "
Stimulus Input

(B) Corticai Network

US
Response J^

stimulus Input

Fig. 2. A model of hippocampal-region function in classical conditioning, based on
connectionist networks like that in Figure 1. (a) In the intact model, a hippocampal-
region network learns to map from stimulus input through a narrow internal layer of
nodes, to output nodes that reconstruct the input plus a prediction of the response-
evoking unconditioned stimulus (US). In the process, the internal layer of this network
forms new stimulus representations that are biased to compress redundant information
and differentiate predictive information. A simpler cortical network, assumed to be the
site of long-term storage, can learn to produce a behavioral response that anticipates
and predicts the US, but cannot independently construct new representations in its
Internal layer. However, it can acquire internal representations from the hippocampal-
region network, (b) In the lesioned model, the cortical network can still learn new
behavioral responses based on whatever representations exist a priori in its internal
layer, but can no longer acquire nev̂ * representations in the absence of the hippocam-
pal-region network. After Gluck and Myers."̂

output node. The activation of the
output node is the system's behav-
ioral response—a prediction of US
arrival. This cortical network adapts
its weighted connections by a simple
incremental learning rule, such as
the least-mean-squares (LMS) algo-
rithm, which is a generalized form of
Rescorla and Wagner's^ trial-level
model of classical conditioning. This
rule computes error according to the
difference between the output-node
activation and the actual external
feedback it is to predict, and distrib-
utes this error among the top layer of
weights (i.e., adjusts these weights)
according to how strongly various
internal-layer nodes are activated
(i.e., nodes sending strong signals
have their weights adjusted more
than nodes sending weak signals).
This rule does not directly allow
training the lower layer of weights
because the error is not defined for
the internal-layer nodes; there is no
way to determine what their activa-
tions should be per se. However, if
the activations of the internal layer
of the hippocampal-region network
are taken to provide external feed-
back to the internal layer of the cor-
tical network, the LMS rule can be
used to adjust the lower layer of
weights. To avoid requiring one-to-
one connections between nodes in
the bidden (i.e., internal) layers of
the two networks, many-to-one con-
nections are used. That is, a bidden
node in the cortical network does
not respond the same way as a par-
ticular hidden node in the hippo-
campal network, but instead learns
to produce an output that is a linear
recombination, or weighted sum, of
the outputs of several hidden nodes
in the hippocampal network. Over
time, the cortical network will then
come to adopt the new representa-
tions formed in tbe internal layer of
the hippocampal-region network.

A hippocampal lesion is simu-
lated in this model by disabling the
hippocampal network (Fig. 2b). The
cortical network remains intact but,
in the absence of the hippocampat
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network, can no longer train its
lower layer of weights. It can, how-
ever, still train its upper layer of
weights to map from preexisting in-
ternal representations to new re-
sponses. Together, the intact model
of Figure 2a and the lesioned model
of Figure 2b have been shown to
predict accurately a wide range of
learning and generalization behav-
iors in intact and lesioned ani-
mals,'''

For example, normal intact ani-
mals show latent inhibition, in
which preexposure to a cue retards
later association of that cue with a
response; broad hippocampal-
region damage abolishes or attenu-
ates the latent inhibition effect." The
intact model shows this effect (Fig.
3a) because during the preexposure
phase, the hippocampal network
constructs a new representation that
compresses, or deemphasizes, the
unreinforced cue; this representa-
tion retards subsequent learning
about that cue. The lesioned model
does not show latent inhibition be-
cause the modei cannot create new,

compressed representations during
the preexposure phase.'*

WHEN IS THE
HIPPOCAMPUS INVOLVED?

This computational theory of hip-
pocampal-region function can also
help resolve some seemingly para-
doxical experimental data. For ex-
ample, it has long been known that
hippocampal lesion can facilitate
acquisition of some simple tasks,
such as discrimination of succes-
sively presented odors.' This same
facilitation is shown in our lesioned
model: Whereas the intact model is
required to form new representa-
tions for the stimuli to be discrimi-
nated, the lesioned model simply
acquires new associations based on
its existing representations. If the
task is simple enough that these ex-
isting representations suffice, the le-
sioned model learns faster."^ Al-
though the Intact system may learn
more slowly, it is learning more be-

(A)
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50-
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S+ training
only
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then S+
training

(B)
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400-,

300-
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100-

Intact
Model
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Intact Lesioned Intact,
Model Model Disrupted

Fig. 3. Behavioral results in the intact and lesioned models, (a) In the intact model,
learning (measured as number of trials to reach a criterion level of performance) of a
response to a reinforced stimulus, S + , is slowed when preceded by 50 trials of unre-
inforced preexposure to the same stimulus (the S - trials). This latent inhibition phe-
nomenon is not shown in the lesioned model. After Myers, Gluck, and Granger."' (b)
Learning to discriminate two cues is slightly faster in the lesioned model than in the
intact model, in terms of number of trials needed to reach a performance criterion.
Leaving the hippocampal-region network intact but disrupting its output results in a
severe retardation of learning. The asterisk indicates that simulations were terminated if
a criterion level of correct responding had not been reached by 400 trials. After Gluck
and Myers.'*

cause it is forming new representa-
tions as well as new associations
(Fig. 3b).

This example points out a critical
difference between our account and
some earlier characterizations of
hippocampal function that focused
on distinguishing tasks in whicb the
hippocampus is involved from tasks
in which it is not involved. In our
model, the hippocampus is always
active, forming new stimulus repre-
sentations even during the most ele-
mentary associations. An implica-
tion is that whether intact or
lesioned animals learn a task faster
may not be the most informative
measure. Rather, by employing a
task that can be learned by both in-
tact and lesioned animals, we can
compare their performance on sub-
sequent transfer tasks as a means of
indirectly inferring the representa-
tions (or rules) by wbich the animals
solved the initial training task. This
account is compatible with a previ-
ous suggestion by Eichenbaum and
colleagues that animals with hippo-
campal lesions are characterized by
an inability to apply learned knowl-
edge flexibly in a new situation.'

Another seemingly paradoxical
experimental result can be under-
stood in a similar way: Whereas out-
right hippocampal lesion may facil-
itate discrimination, electrical or
chemical disruption of the hippo-
campus disrupts learning severely.**
In our model, hippocampal disrup-
tion may be approximated by adding
random noise to the hippocampal
network. This noise in turn disrupts
the representation signals sent from
the hippocampal network to the cor-
tical network, thereby causing the
cortical network to develop internal
representations that change continu-
ally and randomly. The cortical net-
work tries to form associations based
on these meaningless internal repre-
sentations, and learning is slowed or
impossible (Fig. 3b). These results
indicate further tbat the hippocam-
pal region is always involved in dis-
crimination learning, even in the
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simplest tasks, such as stimulus dis-
crimination and acquisition.

DISSOCIATING
HIPPOCAMPAL AND

ENTORHINAL FUNCTION

Although it is important to under-
stand the aggregate functional role
of the hippocampal region, ulti-
mately we would like to know how
the proposed behavioral processes
map onto more detailed anatomical
structures. Figure 4 shows a sche-
matic of some key information path-
ways in the hippocampal region. Of
particular importance is the parahip-
pocampal region, comprising ento-

rhinal, perirhinal, and parahippo-
campal cortices; these structures are
the primary sites through which sen-
sory information both enters and
leaves the hippocampal formation.

In particular, we have focused on
the entorhinal cortex. Drawing upon
a previous computational model of
olfactory cortex,^"^ which shares
many physiological and anatomical
characteristics with superficial ento-
rhinal cortex, we have suggested
that the entorhinal cortex imple-
ments similarity- and redundancy-
based compression of stimulus rep-
resentations.^ If the entorhinal
cortex performs redundancy com-
pression, the remaining postulated
hippocampal-region function, pre-
dictive differentiation, would most
likely be implemented elsewhere in

Highly-processed information
from all sensory modalities

Perirhinal and
Parahippocampal

Cortices

Parahippocampal
Region

EntorhJnal
Cortex

(Superficial Layers)

Entorhinal
Cortex

(Deep Layers)

Hippocampal
Formation

Fig. 4. Schematic and highly simplified representation of information pathways in the
hippocampa! region. Highly processed, multimodal sensory information travels from
association and limbic cortex to the parahippocampal region, consisting of the para-
hippocampal, perirhinal, and entorhinal cortices. From there, information travels
through the hippocampal formation (including dentate gyrus, hippocampus, and su-
biculum), before returning to entorhinal cortex and thence back to the same cortical
areas from which it came originally.

the hippocampal region, possibly in
the hippocampal formation itself.
The net result of both entorhinal and
hippocampal processing would then
be a new stimulus representation
that is constrained by both compres-
sion and differentiation biases and
that could be transferred to long-
term storage sites in the cortex. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates this conjectured dis-
sociation of parahippocampal and
hippocampal function.

How can this hypothesis be
tested? If there is division of function
between the parahippocampal re-
gion and the hippocampai forma-
tion, then it is possible that a lesion
selectively restricted to one area
might leave processing in the other
area relatively unaffected. New sur-
gical techniques have recently made
such selective lesions possible, and
there is experimental evidence
showing that at least some parahip-
pocampal processing can survive le-
sions limited to the hippocampal for-
mation.^^

According to our conjecture,
such a selective hippocampal-
formation lesion should interrupt
predictive differentiation but not re-
dundancy compression. Thus, a be-
havioral phenomenon assumed to
depend on the latter process should
survive the lesion. One such effect is
latent inhibition, as described ear-
lier; consistent with experimental
data, the intact model of Figure 2a
shows latent inhibition, but the fully
lesioned model of Figure 2b does
not. This effect has been explained
in terms of redundancy compres-
sion, but not differentiation, in the
intact model; therefore, latent inhi-
bition should depend more on the
entorhinal cortex than on the hippo-
campal formation. Consistent with
this expectation, recent experimen-
tal evidence has shown that latent
inhibition is not disrupted by selec-
tive hippocampal damage, although
it is attenuated by broader hippo-
campal-region damage.^ Obviously,
more experimental tests need to be
performed, but this is at least initial
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Cortical Network
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(Predictive
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Fig. 5. A preliminary model of how hippocampal-region processing might be distrib-
uted among the anatomical structures within the region. The anatomy and physiology
of entorhinal cortex are consistent with a redundancy compression function; the hip-
pocampal formation may be left with the task of predictive differentiation. The model
shown assumes that these two structures operate sequentially: First, the entorhinal
cortex compresses stimulus inputs to remove redundancy, and then the hippocampal
formation takes the result and differentiates information that is differentially predictive
of the unconditioned stimulus (US). The final resulting representation is provided to the
cortical network just as in the original model of Figure 2a.

support for the hypothesis schema-
tized in Figure 5.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER
THEORETICAL APPROACHES

Eichenbaum, Otto, and
have also addressed the selective
contribution of parahippocannpal
structures (including entorhinal cor-
tex) to hippocampal-region process-
ing. They suggest that the parahip-
pocampal region functions as an
intermediate-term buffer, maintain-
ing memories for the duration of a
task. Although this intermediate-
term memory differs from the clus-
tering function we have proposed,
the two functions are complemen-
tary. Events that should be treated as
co-occurring may not co-initiate or
co-terminate precisely; intermedi-
ate-term storage of recent events
might allow the parahippocampal
region to cluster stimuli that reliably
occur nearly together in time. Con-
versely, the intermediate-term store
most likely needs to perform some
sort of clustering to reduce the infor-
mation passing through it. Anatomi-
cal analyses suggest that the entorhi-

nal cortex contains many more
inputs than outputs, supporting our
suggestion that it compresses infor-
mation into a more efficient signal.^
Thus, although these two hypothe-
ses focus on different aspects of
parahippocampal function, we feel
these different interpretations are
complementary and possibly inter-
dependent.

In their companion article in this
issue, Eichenbaum and Bunsey sug-
gest that the parahippocampal re-
gion also mediates the "fusion" of
co-occurring or nearly coincident
stimuli; this process is functionally
identical to the redundancy com-
pression function we have pro-
posed. It is interesting to note that
whereas their fusion theory derives
from behavioral observations com-
paring paired-associate learning in
intact, hippocampal-lesioned, and
parahippocampal-lesioned animals,
our similar compression theory
arises from an integration of both
physiologically based and behavior-
ally based computational models of
hippocampal-region function. We
hope the convergence of these two
widely different approaches to the-
ory development is a sign that stim-
ulus compression is a useful and

accurate description of parahippo-
campal-region function.

IMPLICATIONS FOR
COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE

OF MEMORY

Although most of the lesion data
discussed here focus on animal
learning, the end goal is to relate
these data to a theory of hippocam-
pal-region function in humans. One
problem with comparing results in
humans and animals is that hippo-
campal damage in humans usually
results from stroke, Alzheimer's dis-
ease, or other brain insults that
cause diffuse neuropathology. Struc-
tures within the hippocampal region
may be only partially or unilaterally
damaged, and damage almost al-
ways extends to other structures out-
side the region. However, there has
been considerable recent success in
equating performance in humans
and monkeys with hippocampal-
region damage.^ Thus, humans with
hippocampal-region dysfunction
generally fail at the same tasks as
monkeys with broad hippocampal-
region (H+ +) damage: For exam-
ple, they are impaired in delayed
nonmatching and concurrent object
discrimination, but not in motor skill
learning. There has also been some
work on classical conditioning of
eyeblink responses in patients with
medial temporal amnesia; the pa-
tients' acquisition of responses ap-
pears to be normal, much like that of
H+ + animals.'^

Thus, it seems possible that a the-
ory of hippocampal-region function
in animals may be applicable to hu-
mans. We note, in fact, that earlier
research on behavioral correspon-
dences between classical condition-
ing and category learning may sug-
gest possible avenues for integrating
animal and human models of hippo-
campal-region function through the
study of amnesic performance on
probabilistic category-1 earning
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The Articulated Thoughts in Simulated
Situations Paradigm: A Think-Aloud
Approach to Cognitive Assessment
Gerald C. Davison, Sandra G. Navarre, and Ralph S. Voge!

what's on your mind? What were
you thinking when you encountered
that situation you've been dreading?
How did you arrive at that conclu-
sion? These are but a few of the
questions that cognitive and clinical
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psychologists have put to subjects
and patients for many years and in
many different contexts. The an-
swers to such queries inform psy-
chologists' speculations about the
role of thought in emotion and be-
havior.

In general, cognitive scientists
have developed performance mea-
sures to infer cognitive processes.
Experimental situations are created
to make inferences about underlying
cognitive processes. In contrast,
clinical psychologists have tended to
rely on clients' introspective and ret-
rospective self-reports in interviews
or on questionnaires.

The core assumption in cognitive-

behavioral theory, research, and
practice is that affective and behav-
ioral responses are mediated by
thought processes, both conscious
and unconscious.^ Operating within
this paradigm, researchers have fo-
cused in recent years on the devel-
opment of cognitive assessment
methods, but with little consensus in
approach to the measurement of
cognition. As a result, vastly differ-
ent modes of cognitive assessment
have proliferated, without adequate
attention to validity issues. Indeed,
measures of the same constructs of-
ten do not correlate highly.^

One mode of cognitive assess-
ment, the think-aloud approach, is
viewed as of particular value in ac-
cessing the products as well as the
processes of cognition. Because
think-aloud methods assess cogni-
tions concurrently with their occur-
rence, they may be better suited to
tapping actual thought content than
other modes are. Standard think-
aloud methods have subjects verbal-
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